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CHAP'I'ER J\7

FIFTn-1)EGREE VRAIiOLIC SuMMi1oN FORMULAS FOR
(JRAIU A'rJoN.

If the investigator wishes both seasonal elimina-
tion and great power to smooth out erratic fluctua-
tions in cyclical data without appreciably dampen-
ing the fluctuations of the underlying ideal curve,
he must use something more flexible than a third-
degree parabolic formula. He will naturally think
of fifth-degree formulas. Approximately as close a
fit to periodic data such as sine curves can be
obtained with weights adapted to fit merely third-
degree 1arabo1as, only if the number of weights
is radically reduced. However, less numerous
weights tend to give a rougher graduation with
non-mathematical data.

Sets of weights giving the mid ordinates of
fourth (or fifth) degree parabolas fitted by the
method of least squares are not difficult to derive.
A number are given in Whittaker and Robinson,
The Calculus of Observatiois, page 296. The
weight diagrams are themselves fourth-degree
parabolas, just as the weight diagrams for the mid

1 Of course, any symmetrical weight diagrani which will fit a
fourth-degree paraliola viIl also fit a fifth.degree parabola.
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ordinates oi second (or third) ckgrce paraholas
ale themselves second-degree l)aralo!as. For ex-
ample, the fourth (or fifth) degree weights for i

observations are:
198 135 110 390 600
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Cyclical data or periodic functions ca!i, of
course, be more closely approximated by such fifth-
degree parabolic formulas than by corresponding
third-degree formulas. I\Iore Ol)servations can
therefore be used. This leads to the possibility of
greater smoothness in the graduation. However,
the method is open to the same criticisms as third-
degree least squares graduation in that it does not
eliminate seasonal fluctuations and the fitted curve
is extremely laborious to compute.

Fifth-degree parabolic summation formulas
with smooth weight diagrams may be constructed
almost as readily as third-degree formulas. Such
summation formulas are free from a number of
the disadvantages of fifth-degree least squares
formulas. The amount of computation is much less.
The smoothness of the results obtained by fitting
to actual data is appreciably greater. Seasonal fluc-
tuations are eliminated if the formula be properly
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constructed. For example, a smooth weight dia-
gram which, if applied to a fifth-degree or any
lower order of parabola will fall exactly on that
parabola and which will eliminate i 2-months sea-
sonal fluctuations, may be computed as follows
Take successively a 2-months moving total of the
data, then a 3-months moving total, then another

3, then a 4, a 6, an 8, a 10, and a 12-1rll)flths mov-
ing total. To the results apply the following set of
weights: + 24,374. 100.301, + 1ç2,034, 100,-

301, + 24,374. Divide each of the fiuial results by
74,649,600. The jç weights, to the nearest fifth
decimal, are given in column 22 of the table in
Appendix IV. Figure 22 of Chart I gives a picture
of the weight diagram

With such a set of fifth-degree parabolic weights

it is, of course, 1)OSSiI)le to obtain a closer t to
data than with a set having the same nUml)er of
weights but designed to fit merely second (or

third) degree parabolas. This particular 45-term
fifth-degree parabolic set of weights, if applied to
monthly Call Money Rates, gives results resern-

bling those obtained by means of the 43-term
curves we have used in the study of interest rates

and security The amount of computation

In actual comjwtation this final step is unnecessary. The

weights arc each divided by 71,649.600 and the results (taken to a
sulilcient number of deciri,:ils are used instead of the ç weights

above.
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iS, I1OWC \'er, flltR'l1 grcatcr t!iLn that rc(Juired for
the 43-term formu I a.

'The reader must remeniber that, diough each of
two weight systems contain 4 ç terms and each be
designed to fall on fifth-degree and all lower order
of parabolas. it s not iiecessary that thic'' show the
same fit when applied to other curves than parab-
olas. A 4S-term fifth-degree j)arabt)l ic summation
fomiula which contains fewer moving totals and
is thieref ore easier to compute thaii the one which
has jtist l)een described afl(l vhichi also gives a
closer fit to Sine curves. may he applied as follows:
Take successively a 3-months moving total of the
data, a c-months moving total, another j, an 8,
and a 12-months moving total. 'I'o the results ap-
ply the following set of weights: + 1.331,771,- 1,949,056, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, + 2,175,370, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 1,949.oçô, ± 133i,771. I)ivide each
of the final results by 6.773,760,000.1

Fifth-degree parabolic weight systems contain-
ing a smaller number of terms can, of course, be
constructed. 11ie resulting smooth curves will gen-
erally follow the data more closely but will also
tend to be somewhat less smooth and more affected
by merely accidental irregularities and non-typical
movements in the data. A smooth 43-term formula
which will eliminate i 2-months seasonal fluctua-

1

See note 1, page 6ç, an(1 (o] unto 21 ot the table in Appcndix IVand Figure 21, C'h;i rr 1.
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tions and which, if fitted to a fifth degree or lower
order of paral)ola will fall exactly on that parab-
o1a, may he applied as follows: Take successively
a c-months niov ing total of the data, then another
ç, an 8. and a 12. lo the results apply the follow-
ing set of weights: + 3,819,893, 5',ç98,848, 0, 0,
0, 0, 0, 0, 6,380,310, 0, 0, 0, 0. 0, 0, -- ç, ç98,848,
± 3,819,893. 1)ivide each of the hnal results by
6,773,760,000.

In a sin jar manner a 41 -term fifth-degree para-
bolic set of weights, which will eliminate 12-
months seasonal fluctuations. may be applied as
follows: Fake successively a 3-months moving
total, i ç, an 8. and a 12-months moving total. To
the results apply the following set of weights:
+ 1,1c8,7o3. 1,703.808.0.0.0,0,0,0,+ 2.031-
010,0,0,0,0.0,0. 1,703.808, ± 1,1c8.7o3. Di-
\Tide each of the final results by 1.3c4,7c2,000.-

A 3ç-tcrrn strictly fifth-degree parabolic set of
weights, which will eliminate 12-months seasonal
fluctuations, but which has a weight diagram that
is only moderately sniooth and well shaped, ma
be app! led as follows : Take successively 3. ç, 8

and 1 2-months mov ilig totals of the data. To
the results apply the following set of weights
± 273f32, 472.,17ç, 0, 0, 0, + 469.086, 0, o. 0,

See note i, page ôç, and Cu! iirnn 20 ot the table in AJ)pendix TV
and Figure o. ('hart I.

2 See note 1, page (ç, and ('olunin 19 of the table in Appendix IV
and Figure 19, Chart I.
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472,17 ç, 273.632. l)ividc each of the final re-
stilts by i o3,68o,000.1

Similar strictly fifth-degree formulas may be
constructed containing even fewer weights than
3ç. A 33-term formula which is n()tstr ictiv fifth-
degree ( though nearly so) but which is less lai)ori-
ous to use than the J)rcccdi ng strictly parab()l ('
formulas may be applied as fol lows: lake SUcces-
sivelv ç. 8 and i 2-months iiiov ing totals of the
data. To the results apply the I ol lowing simple
weights: + çS. 100, o, 0, 0, + I oo. 0, o, o,
- i 00. + ç8. Divide each of the final results by
7680.

The fact that such a formula vill flot exactly
fit a fifth-degree parabola is of negligible signifi.
cance.2 'When used for graduating such a series as
the 97-months of Call Money Rates printed in
Appendix VIII. it gives results differing little
from those obtained by using the 3 c-term strictly
fifth-degree parabolic formula already described.
'The graduation is a shade less smooth than that
given by the c-term formula. The formula fits
sine curves of short period a shade closer than the
35-term formula. It does not fit those of long pe-
riod quite so well.

When the number of weights in a fifth-degree
See note i, page 6j, arid Col own iS of the Table iii Appendix IV

and Figure i8, Chart I.
2 See pages 70, 71.

I
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parabohc I 2-months seasonal eliminating formula

is reduced much below 3 or 31, the resulting

graduation of such data as early monthly Call

Money Rates tends to show a large increase in the

number of points of inflection and even in the

number of maxima and minima. The graduated

curve tends to "weave" among the data. Artificial

anI arbitrary sjnUOStlCS make their appearance.

Such peculiar behavior is not difficult to explain.

When the number of weights is reduced much be-

low 33 or 31, it becomes impossible to obtain a

smooth and well-shaped weight diagram.1 This

impossibility is the result of insisting upon sea-

sonal eliminating qualities. The reader will un-

derstand how great a restriction this imposes on

the shape of the weight diagram when he remem-

bers that the formula is necessarily so constructed

1 The smallest j)ossli)k number of weights which will eliminate

12.moflthS seasonal fluctuations and fall on fifth and all lower orders

of parabolas is sixteen. However, the points on the smooth curve

resulting from the use of such a weight diagram would have to be

centered between data dates. With a 1
7-wcight diagram the points

oji the curve will be centered on data dates. Such a i7.weight diii-

grain necessarily involves the following operations and no others:

Take a I 2-fllOfltlls moving total of the data. To the results apply

the following set of weights

L 3771 12201 L 857° L 8570 12201 3775

F 345() ( 1 3455 I 35()) 345 I j

There are 17 weights in all. b the tirst two decimals the weights

are +1.09, 2.4, +.04, -2.ç2, 1.00, +.o8, +.o8, +.o8,

+.o8, +08, +.o8, +.08, 1.00, +2.c2, +.04, --2.4, +1.09:

Total - -j- 1.00. This gives a decidedly bizarre weight diagram, as

may be seen from examining tile hgureS.
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that it gives the same graduation if applied to the
raw' data as it doeS if appi icd to the data alter an
adjustment for seasonal fliictuations--iio 1/Id//Cr
WI/at I/ic seasonal f/if c//f atios mar hc assu iiid
to be. Now, if 33 or more terms arc taken in the
formula, the seasonal fluctuations, however ahsi/r(/
ti/c)' may hc assumed to he, are taken care of (luite
easily b the mere fact of t}iei r repetition. I-low-
ever, as the number of terms is reduced, a point is
reached at which the repetition of the seasonal Ii tic-
tuations is not great enough. The formula can then
no longer handle the data adequately. The (langer
line seems to be reached about w'hicre it becomes
necessary to use a formula havintg two distinct
IflOdcs instead of merely one.'

While good results can be obtained by fitting
strictly fifth-degree parabolic formulas to series
such as Call Money Rates, we must not forget that
parabolic formulas are purely empirical. There is
no logical reason vhv we should insist upon a
formula which will exactly fit a fifth-degree parab-
ola. For most time series an even Inure important
consideration than how closely the formula vill
fit a fifth-degree parabola is how closely it will fit
sine curves of various periods. Moreover, if we do
not insist upon an exact fit to a fifth-degree Parab-
ola, it is possible easily to develop formulas which

For an example of a third-degree pa raho! ic duo.rIm(>d(.j formi! a,see Appendix Ill.
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will give approx/mate fits to such fifth-degree
parabolas and also to sine curves of a large range
of period, and at the same time be extremely simple
to compute. As an example of such a formula, take
a 3-months moving total of a c-months moving
total of an 8-months moving total of a 12-months
moving total of the data. To the results apply the
following extremely simple set of weights: ± 2,
-- 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, + 3, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 3, + 2.
Divide the final results by 1440.1

If the 39-term weight system resulting from the
above simple procedure l)e applied to 39 terms of
the parabola y x2 (from x 19 to x ±19),
the resulting point on the fitted curve will be -
in other words the fitted curve will, at this point.
fall A outside the I)arabola. If the formula l)e
similarly applied to the parabola y - x4, the re-
sulting point will be +4l5Yio. In other words the
fitted curve at this point will fall a little more than
415 inside the parabola y x4. However, as the
second-degree parabola above has a range from
zero to +361, and the fourth-degree parabola a
range from zero to +130,321, the 39-term formula
accounts for ioo.oç per cent of the term involving
the second power of x and 99.68 per cent of the

1 Actual computation is simplified by using time weights: ± 10,
15,0, 0, 0,0, 0, ±15, 0,0,0, 0, 0, 15, -{-io, and dividing by
7,200.

For weights and weight diagram, see Column 23 of the table in
Appendix IV and Figure 23, Chart I.
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term involving the burt ii power of x in the cqu.
tion y A + 13x + Cx H- l)x3 + Ex4 + Fx.' ihic
formula, of course, fits exactly all the other terms
in the equation. 'Ibis 39-term formula must there-
fore give an extreiriely CIOSC approximation to any
fifth-degree parabola to which it may be fitted.
CXarniflation of column 23 of the table in Appendix
'VII will give the reader an idea of how adequate
a flt such a formula will give to a large range of
sine curves. From that table, it may he seen that
it gives an adequate fit to a larger range of sine
curves than any one of the five strictly fifth-degree
parabolic formulas (lescril)ed above. Even the 3ç-
term fifth-degree formula gives a closer fit only
to sine curves of a shorter period than 19 months.
in spite of the fact that the 39-term formula con-
tains enough terms to free it almost entirely from
most of the tin desirable Sifluosi ties which show a
tendency to appear when strictly parabolic formii-

1 The 33-term formuki accounts for 99.84 per cent of the tcrninvolving the second power of x and 99.90 per cent of tIit' term
involving the fourth power of

2 \Vhcn fitted to sine curves whose periods are around 40 months,both this 39-term approximtd' parabolic tormula and the 43-term
formula discussed immediately below give results flu hog a fractionof i per cent of the amplitude of the sine curve oufsi/' the Sinecurve. This is, of course, entirely negligible. It could have bcen Cor-rected by a slight change in the moving totals used in Computation,but such a change does not scent worth making, as any correction ofthis negligible amount outside the sine curve in the 40 monthsperiod range would tend to give an aI)f)rectahly Poorer lit to sinecurves of shorter period than 30 months.
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las of few terms are used. The results of apj)lYiflg
this '39-terrn formula to 97 months of Call Money
Rates may be seen from examining Column 23 of

the table in Appendix VIII.
A somewhat similar approximately fifth-degree

formula, containing 43 termS, may be apj)lied as

follows : Take a c-months nioving total of a
c-months moving total of an 8-months moving

total of a 1 2-ITh)flthS moving total of the data. To
the results apply the following extremely simple

weights: + 7, 10, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, + 10, 0, 0 0,

0, 0, 0, 10, + 7. Divide the final results by 9600.

There are 43 weights in all.1

When such a 43-term formula is applied to
actual data, it gives a curve which is slightly
smoother and freer from any hint of sinuosity than

even the 39-tern' formula discussed immediately
above. The results of applying such a 43-term

formula to sine curves of various periods may be

seen by examining Column 24 of the table in Ap-

pendix VII. The results of applying it to 97 months

of Call Money Rates may be seen from the table

in Appendix VIII. Like the 39-term formula. this

-terrn formula is approximately parabolic. It cor-

rects for 99.96 per cent of the term involving the

second power of x and 99.59 per cent of the term

involving the fourth power of x in the equa-

For the weights, see Column 24 of the tal)le in AppelidEX IV

For the weight diagrams see Figure 2,C hart I.
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tion v A + Bx + Cx I)xa + Ex1 + Fx. :111(1

of coursc 100 per Ceflt of all the other terms. It is
the curve we have USC(1 throughout the study of
interest rates and security prices.

The fact that neither the above 3()-tcrm formula
flOF the al)ove 43-term formula \Vi II give a gradua-
tion falling exactly on a fifth-degree paral)Ol Ic

curve if fitted to such a curve is a niatter of no
practical significance. Even if the graduation de-
viated considerably further from such a fifth-
degree parabolic curve than it actual lv does, such
deviation would not necessarily he import-ant.
There is nothing magical in parabolic curves. It is
true that, if enough terms be taken in a parabolic
or power expansion, it may be made to represent
almost any Curve whatever. However, such repre-
sentation is purely empirical and, if too many
terms be taken in the parabolic expansion, leads
to impossible and ridiculous results immediately
outside the range of the data.'

For most economic time series, approximation
to any particular section of tile curve is more
naturally accomplished by means of sine curves
than by means of parabolas. '[lie reader must re-
member that such series are commonly of an un-

Similar purely empirical litting may be perfornird by means
of harmonic analysis. In this case, tlic particiti ii curve is not
al)1} roximated by flea ns et s ucees i ye a raho !s, hii b means of a
series of sine curves.
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mistakably t'clical type. For smoothing series
such as those ilafldlC(l in our study of interest
rates and security prices. 1)0th the 39-term approxi-
mately paral)olic formula and the 43-term approxi-
matel v parabolic formula are to be highly recom-

mended.1
Before leaving this section of the discussion, the

rea(Ier might care to examine Appendix TV, in
which the weights are given for each of the formu-

las just discussed. Chart I in which the weight dia-

grams are j)FCSCfltCd Appendix 'VII in which the

75

results of apj)lViflg the various formulas 2 to sine

curves of different periods are tabulated, and Ap-

pendix VTIL in which are given the graduations
which result from apj)lyiflg the various formulas 2

to 97 months of Call Money Rates.
The figures in Chart I arc weight diagrams cor-

responding to the following weight systems:

A i i-months simple moving average.
A 2-months moving average of a 12-months moving av-
ers ge.
An 8-months risoving as'erage of a I 2-illOfltIlS moving av-

erage.
Fig. 4. A 4-months moving average of a 5-months moving av-

erage of a 6-months moving average.

Even the 33-term formula niav be used with contidence, and it

involves one less computation step than either the 39-term or the

On the other hand, there arc some slight advantages in43term.
formula with more than 33 terms. The graduation is

using a
smoother and there is less chance of its ever being more than micro-

scopically affected by the assumption of constant seasonal fluctua-

tions over only a short period.
2 Except the 33-term formula.

Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.
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Fig. . 13 weights siith that, it t[)l)lie(l to 13 '011Sct'uti%'e and
Ctj!2l !y i aced ubservatnuis, the result is the niid ordjnjtc
of a third-degree parabola fitted by the niethod of least
squares.

Fig. (L A I-lcndt-rson Ideal 15-terni third-degree [)tral)oIic gradu-
atiwl.
A I-Iendrrsoii [deal 2 ç-terrll tltird-ilegree l)araboltc gradu-
ation.
A Ilendersoit Ideal -terni third-degree parabolic gradti-
ation.
A Ilendersoti [deal 33-term third-degree parabolic gradu-
ation.

OUtSi(IC).

Fig. 14. A 29-term summation non-parabolic graduation (if fitted
to parhola y = x2 falls 3/2 outside).

Fig. I ç. A 2-term "ideal" I 2-months seasonal-eliminating third-
degree pa ribol ic graduation.

Fig. i6. A 25-term summation 12-months seasonal-eliminating
third-degree parah)oIic graduation.

Fig. 17. 13 weights such that, if applied to 13 consecutive and
equally spaced observations, the result is the mid ordinate
of a fifth-degree parabola htted by the method of least
squares.

Fig. i8. A 3ç-trrni sullinlation fifth-degree para1)olc graduation.
Fig. 19. A 41-term Summation fifth-degree parabolic graduation.
Fig. 20. A 43-term summation fifth-degree parabolic graduation.
Fig. 21 A 45-term summation fifth-degree parabolic graduation.
l"ig. 22. Another 4 c-term summation fifth-degree parabolic gradu-

ation.
Fig. 23. A 39-term summation approximate!- fifth-degree para-

bolic graduation.
Fig. 24. A 43-term summatioti approxiritatelv fifth-degree liar!-

holc graduation.

Fig. 7.

Fig. 8.

Fig. 9.

bohc graduation (if fitted to parabola y = x falls

l'ig. 10. Spencer's I ç-terni summation thu rd-degree parabolic grad-
ua t loll.

Fig. I 1 . l tenet r's 2 I -te riti siimm anon third-degree pa rabid ii grad -
iI1 titiil.

Fig. I 2. Kern hingiuns 27-terni SutiiiIiatn)ii third-degree liaraholic
graduation.

Fig. I 3. A 29-term Summation approximately third-degree para-
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GRADUA11ON WEIGHT DIAGRAMS

A (:<APHtC REPRESENTATION OF THE WEIGHTS IMPLIED IN
TWENTY-FOUR SMOOTHING FORMULAS

IN EACH DIAGRAM
THE SUM OF THE. ORDINATES EQUALS UNITY

FIG.3

L<'--

CHART I

Ir\ FIG.4

FIG 6
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FIG 8
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FIG.9

FIG. II

FIG

CHART I

GRADUATION WEIGHT DIAGRAMS
(CONTINUED)

.:1IIII::\T;:14

FIG 10
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FIG 23

FIG 20/ \
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CHART

GFADUtTION W[GHT DtAGRAMS
(CONCLUDED)
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\Vlicn t'X1l1Hfl !ii tIfl' )1'('Cc(liflg \veigllt (1il-

gnlms, the reader Iluist rcinenibcr that the weights

are infinIte in number. lo the right and left of
the weights rCpI'esent('(l by 1)1 ack dots. he must

think of an infinite number of zero weights (lying
on the horizontal straight line) . For example, Fig-
ure ç must be coflSidercd an extremely rough
weight (liagram. in spite of the fact. that all thc
real plus or minus weights lie on a second-degree
1)lIlb0Li. Ihe ('oi///)h'/c' weight diagram (which in-
cludes the zero weights) shows four violently (115-
turhing anglcs---t\Vo at the last real weights (rep-
fCSCI1tC(l bY Diack (lots) and tV() at the first zero
weights (on the straight I Inc




